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Flavors of Gothenburg
Sweden



Country NameSweden

Located on what locals refer to as Sweden’s “best coast”, the alluring 
city of Gothenburg was once the centre of Swedish ship building; now 

Gothenburg combines a charming port with pulsating city life.
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Day 1
Flavors of Gothenburg



Country NameSweden

Day 1

o Morning

A short transfer from the airport meet & greet service and surrounded by the best preserved 18th century

environment in Sweden, guests enjoy a welcome Fika* at a local castle.

*Enjoying a coffee and a Swedish pastry

o Evening

Get to know Gothenburg by boarding a vintage tram and having our guide take guests through the sights and stories
of Gothenburg. The tour will finish at your dinner location, where typically Swedish cuisine is offered in a contemporary 
atmosphere.
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Day 2
Flavors of Gothenburg
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Day 2

o Morning

Starting  in Gothenburg  and  travelling north towards  the  west  coast,  the  first  stop  on today’s  itinerary is at 
Marstrand for a short stop and then onwards to a small smokehouse which serves freshly smoked shrimp with all 
the trimmings. After a brisk walk around the beautiful waterfront, guests will have earned a tasty treat of herring 
and snaps on the floating restaurant.

o Evening - Swedish Summer on an island

Enjoy Gothenburg’s archipelago on board a classic steam boat. The journey will take guests to a private 
island  where they will disembark at an old boatyard from the 1920’s. After experiencing the true west coast ocean 
feeling, guests finish their adventure with a spread of first-class sea food.
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Day 3
Flavors of Gothenburg



Country NameSweden

Day 3

o Morning

After breakfast, guests are invited to check out Gothenburg’s old town by  walking a pre-prepared route, at their
leisure, through the wooden homes  and barracks of the former artillery homes. Guests can explore and maybe
even try their skills in glass making before finishing the programme with a Swedish dish in a quiet local square.
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Sweden

P.O. Box 6911, SE-102 39

Stockholm, Sweden

Ovationdmc.com/country/sweden
Phone: +46.(0).8.5465.1500

Thank

you!


